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Abstract

I study mechanism design with blockchain-based tokens, that is, tokens that can be used

within a mechanism but can also be saved and traded outside of the mechanism. I do so by

considering a repeated, private-value auction, in which the auctioneer accepts payments in

a blockchain-based token he creates and initially owns. I show that the present-discounted

value of the expected revenues is the same as in a standard auction with dollars, but

these revenues accrue earlier and are less variable. The optimal monetary policy involves

the burning of tokens used in the auction, a common feature of many blockchain-based

auctions. I then introduce non-contractible effort and the possibility of misappropriating

revenues. I compare the auction with tokens to an auction with dollars in which the

auctioneer can also issue financial securities. An auction with tokens is preferred when there

are sufficiently severe contracting frictions, while the opposite is true when contracting

frictions are low.
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1 Introduction

Blockchain protocols resemble the mechanisms studied in mechanism design. Like in

these mechanisms, each blockchain protocol needs to generate incentive-compatible

behavior to achieve a given aggregate outcome. Also, in most cases, each blockchain

protocol is associated with a specific blockchain-based token, which is necessary

to use the protocol, usually as its internal currency.1 These tokens are therefore

akin to “virtual money” as used in several well-known mechanisms.2 Unlike these

virtual currencies, however, the tokens associated with blockchain protocols exist

also outside of their respective protocols: they can be held without being used

and can be exchanged on financial markets. They are, therefore, a new financial

instrument, which opens several issues not usually considered in mechanisms design:

will some of these tokens be held and not used in the mechanism? And how will

this affect the mechanism? And the revenues earned by the designer? What is the

optimal monetary policy?

Studying blockchain protocols as mechanisms, therefore, required a theory of

mechanism design that incorporates blockchain-based tokens. This paper makes the

first step in this direction by considering a specific mechanism: an auction. Auctions

are the most widely studied and better-understood mechanism and therefore consti-

tute an ideal starting point in this research agenda. They are also widely used in the

context of blockchain. A case in point are decentralized computing platforms such

as Ethereum, which use auctions in the platform’s native token (i.e., ETH in the

case of Ethereum) to determine which transactions to include in the next block and

append to the blockchain. Interestingly, in Ethereum some of the ETH paid in the

auction are then burned (i.e., permanently withdrawn from circulation). Auctions

are also widely used by blockchain applications. The most fitting example for our

1 The fact that the token is the internal currency is very explicit in protocols creating decen-
tralized marketplaces, for example, for buying and selling computer storage space (see Filecoin,
Storij, Sia) or CPU cycles (see the Golem network). It is also the case in decentralized computing
platforms such as Ethereum, in which users pay miners/validators for executing smart contracts.

2 Several business schools allocate students to MBA classes by distributing “points” to stu-
dents, who then use them to bid for classes, see Hylland and Zeckhauser (1979), Budish (2011),
Budish et al. (2017), He et al. (2018). Similarly, the organization Feeding America distributes food
to various local food banks via auctions in which a virtual currency is used, see Prendergast (2017)
and Prendergast (2022).
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purposes is the sale of Non Fungible Tokens (NFT), especially those representing

ownership of within-game or within-virtual-world objects. These auctions usually

accept payments exclusively in the game/virtual-world native token, which in some

cases is then burned.3

I consider a finite sequence of private-value auctions in which multiple objects

are sold (one per period).4 In every period, risk-neutral bidders draw their valuation

for the object sold from an i.i.d. distribution. Then they submit bids. Given the

profile of bids, the auction format determines the winning bidder and the payment

of each player. The good is then consumed within the period. Each auction is,

therefore, a simple static auction, repeated multiple times (that is, there is no con-

nection between auctions in different periods). As a part of the auction design, the

auctioneer can decide to accept payments in dollars or in a blockchain-based token

that he creates and initially owns. If he chooses the latter option, the auctioneer

also commits to a monetary policy: a set of rules determining how the stock of

tokens evolves. The auctioneer earns revenues by selling newly created tokens to

bidders and re-selling tokens he received as payment. Tokens can be held without

being used for bidding and can be traded on a financial market where their value is

determined as an equilibrium outcome.5

I show that in the auction with tokens when the realized valuations in a given

period are low (relative to the future expected valuations), bidders might purchase

tokens for speculation, not bidding. The reason is that when valuations are low, the

demand for tokens for bidding is low, creating an arbitrage opportunity for bidders:

they may purchase tokens, not use them for bidding in that period, and sell them

(or use them) in future periods. The speculative demand for tokens increases the

3 That is, virtual land on the virtual world “the sandbox,” can be purchased using its native
token SAND. Instead, purchasing virtual land on “Decentraland” requires its native token MANA.
Furthermore, the MANA used for purchasing virtual land in the auction are then burned (see
https://decentraland.org/blog/announcements/the-decentraland-land-auction-has-started).

4 The companion short paper Canidio (2023) considers the case of an infinitely repeated auction.
The main issue there is the emergence of financial bubbles on tokens.

5 Note that creating new tokens and trading them on a financial market is quite easy to do.
There are several simple tutorials explaining how to create blockchain-based tokens (I invite the
reader to search “how to create an ERC-20 Token”, where ERC-20 is the simplest type of token on
the Ethereum blockchain). Also, after the creation of a new token, anyone can then use a protocol
such as Uniswap to create a decentralized financial market for exchanging the new token against,
for example, a stablecoin (i.e., a blockchain-based token with constant value relative to the dollar).

https://decentraland.org/blog/announcements/the-decentraland-land-auction-has-started
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price for tokens in a given period and, as a consequence, drives the auctioneer’s

expected revenues for that period above those of the auction with dollars. At the

same time, today’s speculators will compete with the auctioneer on tomorrow’s

market for tokens, pushing the auctioneer’s future expected revenues below those of

the auction with dollars. Also, the speculative demand in a given period depends

on the expected future valuations. Hence, speculation transforms future uncertain

revenues into present certain revenues

I show that there is a form of revenue equivalence: the present-discounted value

of the expected revenues is the same in all auction formats (with or without tokens).

However, in each specific period, the revenues in the auction with tokens may be

different from those in the auction with dollars. More precisely, revenues accrue

earlier and are less variable in the auction with tokens than in the auction with

dollars. How exactly depends on the specific monetary policy announced by the

auctioneer. A particularly relevant case is a policy in which the auctioneer sell all

tokens in the first period, and then in all subsequent periods he destroys (i.e., burns)

the tokens that he receives as payment. In this case, all revenues are earned in the

first period, when the auctioneer sells the initial stock of tokens. Furthermore, the

present-discounted value of the expected revenues from period-2 onward is earned

with probability 1.6

Hence, by designing an appropriate auction with tokens, the auctioneer can fully

front-load his revenues and eliminate (almost) all risk. Quite immediately, it is

possible to achieve the same outcome by holding an auction with dollars in which

the auctioneer also sells equity (i.e., transferring to investors his future cash flow).

The first result is, therefore, an equivalence result: the optimal auction with tokens

is equivalent to an auction with dollars in which the auctioneer also issues equity.

I then extend the model by introducing two frictions (i) costly non-contractible

effort and (ii) revenue misappropriation, i.e., the possibility that the auctioneer can

hide revenues by “running away with the till” (at a cost). Intuitively, when issuing

tokens, the auctioneer commits to deliver the object in the future. This commitment

6 The reason is that, in the model, the first sale of tokens happens after the period-1 valuations
are drawn, which therefore is the only risk faced by the auctioneer. There is a straightforward
extension of the model in which the auctioneer can also sell tokens before period-1 valuations are
drawn, in which case the auctioneer can eliminate all risks.
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may be imperfect whenever the auctioneer can shirk, exert low effort, and provide

an object of lower value to the token holders. Alternatively, the auctioneer can hold

an auction with dollars while simultaneously pledging future cash flows to investors

via a traditional financial instrument. The critical observation is that this pledge is

credible only if the auctioneer can commit both to deliver the object in the future

and not to hide the revenues generated by the sale of the object.

Hence, whether to issue tokens or a traditional financial instrument hinges on

a trade-off. On the one hand, the possibility of misappropriating revenues is a

concern only when issuing a traditional financial instrument. On the other hand,

depending on the contracting environment, a traditional financial instrument may

specify contingent payments that tokens cannot replicate. I show that if the cost

of hiding revenue is sufficiently low, tokens are the preferred financial instrument

because the possibility of revenue misappropriation is absent. If instead, running

away is sufficiently costly, using dollars and issuing a traditional financial instru-

ment is preferred. Note that the cost of revenue misappropriation proxies contract

incompleteness because it determines the set of incentive-compatible financial in-

struments. Hence, the result is that if the contracting space is limited, issuing

tokens is preferred, while when the contracting space is sufficiently large, then a

traditional financial instrument is preferred.

This paper makes several contributions. First, it shows that destroying (or burn-

ing) tokens may be the optimal monetary policy. As already discussed, burning of

tokens received as payment in an auction is common in the context of blockchain. It

has been widely discussed within the Ethereum community in relation to EIP-1559,

a recent upgrade in the way transaction fees are calculated according to which a

fraction of those fees are burned rather than transferred to miners/validators.7 The

original argument for burning is to prevent miners/validators from manipulating

how fees are calculated (see Roughgarden, 2020). Several commentators however

pointed out that tokens could be automatically forwarded to a dedicated fund in-

stead of burned. This paper also contributes to the discussion on whether tokens are

securities. The tokens in the model provide access to a service and are, therefore,

“utility tokens.” The logic behind their pricing and valuation is different from that

7 See the original proposal here https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-1559.

https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-1559
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of equity (see, in particular, Prat et al., 2019). Because of that, some argue that

utility tokens are not securities. However, the benchmark model (i.e., the one with-

out frictions) shows that in equilibrium, the value of these tokens is identical to that

of equity. Finally, this paper also provides a rationale for using tokens over equity.

When the contracting space is sufficiently restricted, then tokens are preferred to

equity because revenue misappropriation is not an issue with tokens, but it is with

equity.

Literature review

This paper belongs to nascent literature studying the connection between blockchain

and mechanism design (for an overview, see Townsend, 2020). The most studied as-

pect of this interaction is that blockchain-based smart contracts can be used to gener-

ate commitment and implement various types of mechanisms (see, Holden and Malani,

2021, Gans, 2019, Lee et al., 2021, Brzustowski et al., 2021, Townsend and Zhang,

2023).8 Note, however, that in the model presented here the auction itself could be a

traditional, centralized auction or a decentralized one (via a smart contract). Hence,

this paper does not contribute to the study of how auctions (or other mechanisms)

can be implemented using blockchain. Rather, we show that the possibility of is-

suing blockchain tokens with money-like properties changes the auctioneers design

space in a meaningful way. With this respect, this paper is related Kocherlakota

(1998) “Money is memory”. The reason is that, in a sense, blockchain replaces the

auctioneers own memory (or own ledger). The advantage of doing so is twofold. The

first one is efficiency, especially in recording transactions occurring in the secondary

market. The second is commitment to a specific monetary policy.

Several papers study theoretically firms’ incentives to issue blockchain-based

tokens, which can represent a pre-sale of a given unit of future output, the only cur-

rency that the firm will accept in the future, or a claim on future revenues or profits.

Some of these papers showed that, in the presence of network externalities, selling

tokens helps avoid coordination failures (Sockin and Xiong, 2023, Cong et al., 2021,

8 There is also a small but growing literature using insights from mechanism to propose im-
provements to blockchain protocols. See, for example, Gans and Holden (2022), Gans and Holden
(2023), Gans (2023), Capponi and Jia (2021), Canidio and Danos (2022).
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Bakos and Halaburda, 2022, and Li and Mann, 2018). Other papers focused on the

sale of tokens as an innovative way to raise capital and finance the development of a

product or a platform (Catalini and Gans, 2018, Malinova and Park, 2018, Canidio,

2018, Bakos and Halaburda, 2019, Goldstein et al., 2019, Cong et al., 2022, Canidio,

2020, Gryglewicz et al., 2021, Garratt and van Oordt, 2021, Chod and Lyandres,

2021). In the model considered here, the auctioneer has no financing need, and

there are no network externalities. Hence, tokens are sold purely to earn a profit.

Nonetheless, there is a connection with the above literature because by issuing to-

kens, the auctioneer can manipulate the time profile and riskiness of his revenues.

Both these elements are important in determining the incentives to invest and create

new ventures.

I will frequently refer to two important results in auction theory. The first is the

revenue equivalence theorem, which states:9

Assume each of a given number of risk-neutral potential buyers of an

object has a privately-known signal independently drawn from a common,

strictly-increasing, atomless distribution. Then any auction mechanism

in which (i) the object always goes to the buyer with the highest signal,

and (ii) any bidder with the lowest-feasible signal expects zero surplus,

yields the same expected revenue (and results in each bidder making the

same expected payment as a function of her signal).

For our purposes, the above statement implies that all common auction formats

(i.e., first-price, second-price, all-pay, ...) generate the same expected payment from

bidders and hence the same expected revenues for the auctioneer. The second result

is the design of optimal auctions (see, again, Myerson, 1981, Bulow and Roberts,

1989, Bulow and Klemperer, 1996 and Klemperer, 1999). In particular, in the model

I will assume that the distribution of valuations is such that all common auction

formats with a reservation price equal to the lowest possible valuation maximize the

auctioneer’s expected revenues.

9 Vickrey (1961) developed some special case of the revenue equivalence theorem. The statement
presented here is taken from Klemperer (1999), and summarizes results in Myerson (1981) and
Riley and Samuelson (1981). For a more general formulation, see Milgrom and Segal (2002).
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2 The model

I consider a single-object private-value auction repeated T ≥ 1 times. There are

n ≥ 2 ex-ante identical bidders and an auctioneer. Bidders are risk-neutral and cash

abundant in the sense that their cash constraint is never binding.10 The auctioneer’s

per-period utility function is U(), assumed concave. There is a common discount

factor β ∈ (0, 1). Bidders and the auctioneer can hold a risk-free asset yielding a

per-period gross return of R ≥ 1. For ease of derivations, I assume that R = 1
β
.11

The auctioneer’s initial assets are w1 ≥ 0. For the moment, I assume that the

auctioneer can only save by investing in the risk-free asset, and hence wt ≥ 0 for all

t ≤ T , where wt are the asset owned by the auctioneer at the beginning of a given

period t. Section 3.3 discusses what happens when the auctioneer can also issue

equity.

In period 0, the auctioneer decides whether to accept payments in fiat currency

(for simplicity, dollars) or in tokens. When the auction format requires the use

of tokens, the auctioneer creates an initial stock of tokens M1 and announces a

monetary policy, that is, how the stock of tokens will evolve (see below). Then,

in every period t ∈ {1, ..., T}, the auctioneer sells a single object according to the

auction format specified initially.

At the beginning of each period t ≥ 1, each bidder draws a valuation vi,t >

0 from a continuous and atomless distribution with c.d.f F (v), p.d.f. f(v) and

support [v, v]. Each vi,t is bidder i’s private information, but the distribution F (v) is

common knowledge. The auction is in private value so that each bidder’s valuation is

independent of the other bidders’ valuations. To avoid uninteresting complications,

I assume that vf(v) ≥ 1− F (v) for all v ∈ [v, v].12 Each object sold has zero value

to the auctioneer.

10 As we will see, in the model bidders play two roles: they participate in the auction in each
period and may hold tokens or other securities between periods. An alternative (but equivalent)
modeling choice is to have short-lived bidders who only participate in the auction and long-lived
speculators.

11 Hence, R is the steady-state rate of return of the Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans growth model (with
no population growth or exogenous productivity growth). This assumption is not essential for the
results but simplifies the derivations.

12 As we will see, under this assumption, the revenue-maximizing reservation price in the auction
with dollars is v, and calculating the revenues from the optimal auction with dollars is straightfor-
ward.
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If the auctioneer uses dollars, the sequence of events in each period is stan-

dard: after drawing the valuations, each bidder sends a message mi,t ∈ R+ to the

auctioneer, interpreted as his bid. As a function of the messages received and the

auction format initially announced, the auctioneer determines who is the winner

and payments bi,t ≤ mi,t for each bidder. Each bidder then pays bi,t dollars to the

auctioneer, and the winner receives and consumes the object. The period-t payoff of

the winning bidder is vi,t− bi,t; the period-t payoffs of all other bidders is −bi,t. The

auctioneer’s period-t revenues are
∑n

i bi,t. At this point, the auctioneer invests wt+1

R

in the risk-free asset (which become wt+1 in the following period), and consumes

wt +
∑n

i bi,t −
wt+1

R
.

If the auctioneer instead uses tokens, then the timeline of each period t ∈

{1, ..., T} is the following:

• Again, at the start of a period, each bidder draws a valuation vi,t from the

distribution F (v), and then sends a message mi,t ∈ R+ to the auctioneer,

interpreted as his bid in dollars. Note that, at this point, both the auctioneer

and bidders may own tokens that they accumulated from previous periods.

Call At ≥ 0 the tokens owned by the auctioneer at the beginning of the

period, and ai,t ≥ 0 the tokens owned by bidder i. By assumption, A1 = M1

and ai,1 = 0 for all i ≤ n.

• As a function of the messages received and the auction format initially an-

nounced, the auctioneer determines who is the winner and payments bi,t ≤ mi,t

for each bidder (implicitly a function of all messages received). This payment

is expressed in dollars, but needs to be settled using tokens.13

• A frictionless, anonymous financial market for tokens opens, in which both

the auctioneer and bidders participate. All market participants are price tak-

ers. Call pt the equilibrium price for tokens; call qi,t the equilibrium demand

for tokens of bidder i; call Qt the equilibrium demand for tokens of the auc-

tioneer. Both qi,t and Qt could be positive or negative: if negative, the bid-

der/auctioneer is a net seller of tokens in equilibrium; if positive, he is a net

13 The fact that bids and payments are expressed in dollars is for convenience, as it allows to
use the same notation as in the auction with dollars. The results are identical whenever bids are
expressed in tokens.
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buyer. Furthermore, feasibility implies At +
∑

i ai,t = Qt +
∑

i qi,t. Also, be-

cause tokens will be used to pay the auctioneer (see the next point), it must

be that qi,t ≥
bi,t

pt
− ai,t.

• Then, each bidder sends
bi,t

pt
tokens to the auctioneer. The winner receives the

object and consumes it. At this point, each bidder owns ai,t+ qi,t−
bi,t

pt
tokens,

and the auctioneer owns At +Qt +
∑

i

bi,t

pt
tokens.

• The winning bidder enjoys a per-period payoff equal to the value of the object

minus the expenditure in tokens vi−pt ·qi,t. Similarly, the losing bidders enjoy

per-period payoffs equal to −ptqi,t, and the auctioneer’s revenues are −ptQt.

Again, the auctioneer chooses wt+1 and then consumes wt − ptQt +
wt+1

R
.

• The stock of tokens changes according to the monetary policy announced by

the auctioneer. Here I restrict my attention to two time-varying monetary-

policy parameters: a uniform increase (or decrease) of all tokens by the same

factor τt ≥ −1, and an increase (or decrease) of only the tokens used for

bidding by a time-varying factor σt ≥ −1. As a result, at the beginning of the

subsequent period, each bidder i owns ai,t+1 = (1 + τt)(ai,t + qi,t −
bi,t

pt
), while

the auctioneer owns At+1 = (1+τt)(At+Qt+(1+σt)
∑

i

bi,t

pt
). Hence, the total

stock of tokens at the beginning of period t+ 1 is Mt+1 ≡ At+1 +
∑n

i ai,t+1.

The monetary policy considered here may sound far-fetched, but it is very simple

to implement with blockchain-based tokens. In particular, the fact that the tokens

used for bidding may grow at a different rate than the other tokens is inspired by

staking. In staking, those who “lock” some tokens (or, more in general, do not use

them) are rewarded with additional tokens. Here the staking reward is positive if

σt < 0, in which case those who do not use the tokens receive an additional reward

relative to those who use them.

The above auction with tokens is as close as possible to a traditional auction

with dollars: bids and payments are expressed in dollars but need to be settled

using tokens. However, other assumptions are possible. For example, bidders may

be required to bid by submitting tokens, which could then be partially returned to
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the bidders after the winner is determined.14 Also, here I consider only two possible

monetary policies, but many more are possible. The bottom line is that the above is

the least complex auction with tokens and not the most general auction with tokens.

3 Equilibrium

I first consider the auction with dollars and then the auction with tokens.

3.1 Auction with dollars

When the auction uses dollars, all the standard results from auction theory apply.15

Quite immediately, in every period, the revenue equivalence theorem holds: all stan-

dard auction formats generate the same expected revenues. Also, given our assump-

tion on the distribution of valuations, revenues are maximized when the reservation

price is v. By considering a second-price auction, in every period, expected revenues

are

k ≡ E[vMax−1,t].

where vMax,t ≡ maxi{vi,t} is the realized highest valuation in period t, and vMax−1,t ≡

maxi 6=Max,t{vi,t} is the realized second-highest valuation in period t. Also, each

bidder’s expected payoff from the auction is

g ≡ E[max{vi − vMax−1,t, 0}]

Hence, from period-1 viewpoint, the present-discounted value of the expected rev-

enues of the auction with dollars are:

ΠUSD = k

T
∑

t=1

βt−1 =
1− βT

1− β
k

14 In this case, bidders need to purchase tokens before bidding, which means that the equilibrium
price of tokens may reveal some information relative to the realized distribution of valuations.
Hence, the equilibrium on the market for tokens should be a rational expectation equilibrium,
which opens several additional complications, including the existence of the equilibrium.

15 See, for example, Klemperer (1999), in particular Section 4 (for the revenue equivalence theo-
rem) and Appendix B (how to calculate the optimal reservation price).
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and the present discounted value of participating in the auction as a bidder is

uUSD = g

T
∑

t=1

βt−1 = g
1− βT

1− β

For a given auction format, the auctioneer’s utility is

UUSD = max
w2≥0,...,wT≥0,wT+1=0

{

T
∑

t=1

βt−1EU

(

n
∑

i

bi,t + wt −
wt+1

R

)}

,

where EU() is the auctioneer’s per-period expected utility. Note that, if the auction-

eer is risk averse (i.e. his utility function is strictly concave), not all common auction

formats maximize expected utility. The reason is that the variance of the revenues

also matters. Nonetheless, for our purposes, it is enough to establish an upper bound

to the auctioneer’s utility, as the next lemma does (its proof is omitted).

Lemma 1. Consider a given auction format, a given level of initial assets w1, and

realized period-1 revenues
∑n

i bi,1. Define w∗
2, ..., w

∗
T as the unconstrained optimal

sequence of assets in the absence of risk, that is

{w∗
2, ..., w

∗
T } ≡ argmaxw2,...,wT+1=0

{

U

(

n
∑

i

bi,1 + w1 −
w2

R

)

+
T
∑

t=2

βT−1U
(

k + wt −
wt+1

R

)

}

.

It must be that

UUSD ≤ E

[

U

(

n
∑

i

bi,1 + w1 −
w∗

2

R

)

+

T
∑

t=2

βT−1U

(

k + w∗
t −

w∗
t+1

R

)

]

where the expectation is taken over period-1 revenues
∑n

i bi,1. The above inequality

is strict if U() is strictly concave.

The above lemma says that, for every possible auction format, the auctioneer’s

utility must be lower than the utility when all risks after period 1 are eliminated

and credit constraints are removed, allowing him to borrow at the risk-free rate.

The inequality must be strict if his utility is strictly concave. Quite intuitively, if

the auctioneer is risk averse, he would rather receive the largest possible expected

revenues k with probability 1 in each period rather than be exposed to the volatility
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of these revenues. Furthermore, the fact that utility is strictly concave also implies

that the auctioneer benefits from smoothing consumption across periods. Because

achieving optimal consumption smoothing may require borrowing, the auctioneer

benefits when borrowing constraints are removed (independently of whether risk is

also removed).

3.2 Auction with tokens

I start by providing a partial characterization of the equilibrium of the game: I

derive the equilibrium price of tokens in a given period t, as a function of the

following-period expected price of tokens pet+1 and the realization of bids.

Lemma 2. Consider a given pet+1 and a given realization of period-t valuations (and

hence given profile of bids mi,t, ..., mn,t and payments bi,t, ..., bn,t). In equilibrium, the

demand for tokens in period t is

∑

i bi,t

pt
+ St

where St ≥ 0 is the speculative demand for tokens, that is, the demand for tokens

not used for paying the auctioneer in period t, and is defined as

St ≡ max

{

Mt −

∑n

i bi,t

β(1 + τt)p
e
t+1

, 0

}

.

The equilibrium period-t price is:

pt = max

{∑

i bi,t

Mt

, β(1 + τt)p
e
t+1

}

. (1)

The most important observation is that some tokens may be purchased not for

bidding but for speculative purposes. This happens in equilibrium when the realized

distribution of valuations is such that total payments to the auctioneer are low. In

this case, if the demand for tokens was determined exclusively by the tokens used for

bidding, we would have pt < β(1 + τt)p
e
t+1 which cannot be an equilibrium because

the return on investing in tokens would be strictly greater than that of investing in

the risk-free asset (remember that the risk-free asset generates a present-discounted
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return equal to βR = 1 and that tokens held for speculation grow by a factor 1+ τt

between periods). The possibility of purchasing tokens for speculation implies that

the period-t price of tokens has a lower bound at β(1 + τt)p
e
t+1.

The above lemma can be used to derive the bidders’ incentives to bid for a given

sequence of token prices. If pt ≥ β(1 + τ)pet+1 then bidders do not want to hold

any token between the two periods, hence ai,t+1 = 0. If instead pt = β(1 + τ)pet+1,

bidders are indifferent between holding any amount of tokens between period t and

period t + 1, including zero tokens. It follows that, in both cases, bidder i’s utility

as a function of pt, p
e
t+1 and the profile of bids is:







vi,t + ptai,t − bi,t + βut+1(0) if i is the winner

ptai,t − bi,t + βut+1(0) otherwise,
(2)

where ut+1(ai,t+1) is the expected continuation utility from period t + 1 onward,

as a function of the tokens owned at the start of period t + 1. It immediately

follows that, for a given auction format, the bidders’ incentives to bid are the same

with or without tokens. Because of this, the revenue equivalence theorem holds

also here: any standard auction format maximizes the expected payment to the

auctioneer, which is E[
∑

i bi,t] = k. As a consequence, the bidders’ expected payoff

from participating in the auction with tokens is, again, g.

Importantly, (2) also implies that the bidders’ payoffs depend both on the ex-

pected payoff from participating in the auction g, and on the expected value of the

tokens held at the beginning of the period pet · ai,t.
16 I can therefore take the expec-

tation of (2), use the fact that the expected payoff from participating in the auction

is g, and write bidder i’s expected continuation utility as:

ut(ai,t) = petai,t + g

T
∑

t=1

βt−1 = petai,t + g
1− βT

1− β

Note that because ai,1 = 0, then a bidder’s expected continuation utility from period

1 viewpoint is the same as in the auction with dollars. But because ai,t could be

16 It is useful to think of each bidder selling all their tokens and earning ptai,t, while simultane-
ously purchasing tokens to bid bi,t. The expected cost of the bid is part of the expected payoff
from the auction.
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positive for t ≥ 2, then the time profile of the bidder’s utility may differ in the

auction with tokens from the auction with dollars.

Having determined the bidders’ expected utility, I can now derive the auctioneer’s

expected revenues, as the next proposition does.

Proposition 1 (Expected revenues). Consider a given sequence of equilibrium ex-

pected prices (i.e., prices such that equation 1 holds). At the beginning of each period

t ≤ T , the present-discounted value of the auctioneer’s future expected revenues is

ΠTokens,t(At) =
1− βT

1− β
k − pet (Mt − At).

The key observation is that the speculative demand for tokens in period t in-

creases the price of tokens and the auctioneer’s revenues in that period. At the

same time, speculators compete against the auctioneer on the market for tokens in

period t+ 1. The proposition shows that, in expected terms, the two effects cancel

out. As a consequence, the present discounted value of the auctioneer’s expected

revenues at the beginning of the game is ΠTokens,1(M1) =
1−βT

1−β
k, as in the auction

with dollars. In any subsequent period, the auctioneers’ continuation revenues may

be lower than those in the auction with dollars by an amount equal to the value of

the tokens not held by the auctioneer in that period. Finally, note that the above

proposition highlights the effect of the speculative demand for tokens on the time

profile of the auctioneer’s revenues. The speculative demand for tokens, however,

has an additional effect on the variability of these revenues. The reason is that the

speculative demand for tokens depends on the future expected price and therefore

transforms uncertain future revenues into certain present revenues.

Crucially, the incentive to purchase tokens for speculation—and, as a conse-

quence, the time profile and variability of revenues—depends on the monetary pol-

icy specified by the auctioneer. If σt is sufficiently large for all t ≤ T , then in every

period, the auctioneer creates and keeps for himself a large number of tokens. As a

consequence of the resulting inflation, the speculative demand for tokens is zero, and

the auctioneer earns
∑

i bi,t dollars in every period (like in the auction with tokens).

As σt decreases, the incentive to purchase tokens for speculation increases, causing

revenues to accrue earlier and be less uncertain. The case σt = −1 is therefore
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particularly relevant: bidders purchase all tokens in period 1, and progressively use

them to pay the auctioneer, who then destroys these tokens. The next proposition

derives the auctioneer’s revenues for this case, and follows directly from Proposition

1 and by noting that all revenues accrue in period 1, after the period-1 valuations

are drawn.

Proposition 2 (Revenues when σt = −1 for all t ≤ T ). If σt = −1 for all t ≤ T ,

then the auctioneer earns revenues exclusively in period 1, which are

p1M1 =
∑

i

bi,t + β
1− βT−1

1− β
k (3)

Quite intuitively, when the auctioneer destroys all tokens received as payment,

then he earns revenues only in period 1. The revenues pertaining to period 1 are

subject to risk, and the present-discounted value of the expected revenues pertaining

to all following periods is earned with probability 1.17 Note also that because all

revenues are earned in period 1 and all risk past period 1 is eliminated, the auctioneer

can achieve optimal consumption smoothing by simply saving. Hence, for every

possible realization of
∑

i bi,t, the auctioneer achieves utility:

U

(

n
∑

i

bi,1 +Rw1 − w∗
2

)

+
T
∑

t=2

βT−1U(k +Rw∗
t − w∗

t+1)

where w∗
2, ..., w

∗
T are defined in Lemma 1. Lemma 1 then immediately implies the

following corollary:

Corollary 1. The auction with tokens with σt = −1 for all t ≤ T is the preferred

auction with tokens, strictly so if U() is strictly concave. It is also preferred to the

auction with dollars, strictly so if U() is strictly concave.

17 There is a straightforward extension of the model in which the auctioneer is allowed to sell
tokens already in period 0. In that case, also the variability of period-1 revenues is eliminated
because the auctioneer earns the total present-discounted value of the expected revenues in period
0 with probability 1.
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3.3 Discussion: traditional financial instruments.

A natural question is whether the optimal auction with tokens can be replicated by

holding an auction with dollars while simultaneously issuing a traditional financial

instrument.

The answer is, quite clearly, yes. To see this, suppose that the auctioneer holds an

auction with dollars and also issues equity in period 1: investors pay the auctioneer

for the right to receive all future cash flows. To ease comparison with the auction

with tokens, assume that equity is sold to investors at the end of period 1, just

before consumption occurs.

In equilibrium, investors must be indifferent between purchasing equity or not.

Because equity is sold in period 1 and earns the revenues generated from period 2

onward, by selling equity the auctioneer earns

β
1− βT−1

1− β
k.

The auctioneer’s total period-1 revenues (from the sale of the object and equity) are

∑

i

bi,1 + β
1− βT−1

1− β
k.

Because the auctioneer does not earn revenues in any subsequent period, the equi-

librium is, therefore, identical to the optimal auction with tokens.

4 Extension: pledging an object vs. pledging cash

When issuing tokens, the auctioneer pledges to deliver the object to investors in the

future. When issuing equity, instead, the auctioneer pledges to deliver the revenues

earned via the sale of the object to investors in the future. In the model discussed

above, the absence of any friction makes the two identical under an appropriate

monetary policy. However, in a more realistic environment, pledging revenues may

be easier or more difficult than pledging an object. In particular, note that any fric-

tion affecting the ability of the auctioneer to pledge the object (e.g., non-contractible

effort) will necessary also affect the ability to pledge the revenues generated from
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the sale of the object. But there may be frictions that affect the ability to pledge

revenues but not the object—for example, when cash is easier to hide than the

object—therefore making revenues harder to pledge. At the same time, traditional

financial instruments can be very flexible and specify contingent payments in a way

that cannot be replicated with tokens.

To explore the interaction of these frictions, here I modify the above model

by introducing both effort and the possibility of misappropriating revenues. The

auction runs for T = 2 periods, and the risk-free asset has a return of 1 so that

R = 1. The auctioneer is also risk-neutral and cash-abundant. Differently from

the above model, here the auctioneer is less patient than the investors: whereas

investors do not discount the future, the auctioneer’s discount factor is β < 1.18

The timing of the first period is identical to the model presented earlier. Unlike

the model presented earlier, at the beginning of the second period, the auctioneer

exerts effort e ≥ 0 to improve the quality of the object sold. Effort is observable

(but non-contractible) and shifts uniformly the distribution of valuations, so that

when bidder i draws vi,2 from the distribution F (x), his utility from consuming

the object is vi,2 + e.19 Effort has a quadratic cost equal to e2

2
. Furthermore,

after period-2 revenues are realized but before payments to investors are made, the

auctioneer can misappropriate revenues. More precisely, by paying a cost c, he

can consume revenues that should otherwise be forwarded to investors. A familiar

micro-foundation for this is the possibility for the auctioneer to “run away with the

till” at a cost c.

First best In the first best, effort is such that its marginal cost equals its marginal

benefit, and hence e∗∗ = 1. At the same time, because the auctioneer is more

impatient than investors, in period 1 investors will pay the auctioneer an amount

equal to the expected future revenues and will earn back these revenues in period

2. As a consequence, the auctioneer earns all his revenues in period 1.

18 Clearly, the results derived earlier are robust to this change in assumptions: if fully front
loading revenues by setting σt = −1 for all t is optimal when the auctioneer is as patient as
investors, it is also optimal when the auctioneer is more impatient than investors.

19 Note that, because e is observable, the auction is still in private value despite the valuations
having a “common” component.
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Auction with dollars with outside investors. Suppose now that the auction uses

dollars and that the auctioneer sells a contingent security to investors. Assume that

effort is not contractible, but revenues are. The security specifies a payment to the

auctioneer in period 1, which we denote by y1, and a contingent period-2 payment

from the auctioneer to investors, which we denote by y2(
∑

i b2,i+e). These payments

need to satisfy the investors’ rationality constraint:

E[y2(
∑

i

b2,i + e)] = y1.

Note that the possibility of “running away with the till” implies that, in period 2,

the auctioneer should always earn at least
∑

bi,2 + 1− c, or else he would prefer to

run away. The incentive compatibility constraint is, therefore:

∑

i

b2,i + e− y2(
∑

i

b2,i + e) ≥
∑

i

bi,2 + e− c ∀
∑

i

b2,i, e

or

y2(
∑

i

b2,i + e) ≤ c ∀
∑

i

b2,i, e.

The first important observation is that if c = 0 (i.e., misappropriation of rev-

enues is costless), then the incentive compatibility constraint immediately implies

y2(
∑

i b2,i + e) = 0: no outside investment is possible. In this case, the choice of

effort solves:

max
e≥0

{

k + e−
e2

2

}

,

with solution e∗ = 1, which is efficient. However, the time profile of revenues is not

efficient because the auctioneer earns his revenues (and consumes) in each period.

If instead c is sufficiently large, then the first best can be achieved. To see this,

note that if the auctioneer sets the optimal level of effort e∗∗ = 1, then revenues

should always be larger than v + 1. The contract between the auctioneer and the

investor can therefore impose a punishment whenever revenues are below v + 1,

where the largest possible punishment is c (else the auctioneer will run away with

the till). If this punishment is sufficiently large, an efficient level of effort is achieved.

The revenues generated are transferred to the investor, so that E[y2(
∑

i b2,i + e)] =
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y1 = k + 1, therefore achieving the first best.

Auction with tokens To start, note that the possibility of revenue misappropria-

tion (and the parameter c) does not play any role in the auction with tokens.

Without loss of generality, I normalize the initial stock of tokens so that M1 = 1.

In the second period of the auction with tokens, the speculative demand is zero for

any level of effort. Hence, optimal effort solves:

max
e≥0

{

A2
k + e

M2
−

e2

2

}

s.t. M2 = A2 + S1(1 + τ).

Define

α ≡
A2

M2

as the fraction of the total stock of tokens held by the auctioneer at the beginning

of period 2. The equilibrium effort is

e∗ = α.

Hence, the period-2 expected price is

pe2 =
k + α

M2
,

and the expected value of the tokens held by investors at the beginning of period 2

is

S1(1 + τ)pe2 = (1− α)(k + α). (4)

For future reference, note that α may have an ambiguous effect on the expected

value of tokens held by investors, because higher α implies higher effort and higher

expected revenue, but also that a lower fraction of these revenues is earned by

investors. More precisely, (4) is strictly increasing in α for α < 1−k
2

and strictly

decreasing otherwise.

The parameter α depends on the period-1 speculative demand S1, which itself

depends on period-1 realized valuations and the monetary policy, as the next lemma
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shows.

Lemma 3. For given
∑

i bi,1 we have:

α = min

{

1,

√

k2 + 4
∑

i bi,1(1 + σ)− k

2

}

Hence, α depends on σ but not τ . Furthermore, for given
∑

i bi,1, α is zero at

σ = −1, it is strictly increasing in σ, and it reaches 1 whenever
∑

i bi,1 > k+1
1+σ

.

Hence, for any given
∑

i bi,1, α can take any value between 0 and 1 depending on σ

(which is chosen by the auctioneer). Note also that if the auctioneer chooses σ such

that v > k+1
1+σ

, then the equilibrium is identical to that of the auction with dollars

when c = 0.

Given this, I can write the auctioneer payoff from period-1 viewpoint. I use the

fact that, in equilibrium, the expected value of the tokens held by investors at the

beginning of period 2 (c.f., equation 4) must equal the extra revenues earned by

the auctioneer in period 1. I can therefore write the auctioneer’s period-1 expected

utility as

k + E[(1− α)(k + α)] + β

(

E[α(k + e(α))]−
E[e(α)2]

2

)

where the expectations are taken with respect to the realization of period-1 valua-

tions. Taking first order conditions with respect to σ yields:20

E

[

(1− k − 2α + β(k + α))
∂α

∂σ

]

The important observation is that, as long as β < 1 the above expression is negative

at σ such that v = k+1
1+σ

, that is, σ such that α = 1 with probability 1. The

auctioneer therefore optimally sets σ so that α is, in expectation, strictly smaller

than 1. Intuitively, the auctioneer balances the tension between inducing effort and

front-loading revenues by choosing a monetary policy that generates strictly positive

speculative demand for tokens (in expectation). Because the auction with tokens

with v = k+1
1+σ

is equivalent to the auction with dollars with c = 0, this observations

20 By the envelope theorem, the effect of σ on the optimal effort can be ignored.
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also implies that the optimal auction with tokens is strictly preferred to the auction

with dollars with c = 0.

The following proposition summarizes these observations.

Proposition 3. If c is sufficiently low (i.e., revenue misappropriation is easy),

then the auctioneer is better off holding an auction with tokens. If c is sufficiently

large (i.e., revenue misappropriation is very costly), then the auctioneer is better off

holding an auction with dollars and issuing a traditional financial instrument.

The key takeaway is that the possibility of misappropriating revenues affects the

auction with dollars but not the auction with tokens. Despite this, if the contract-

ing space is sufficiently large, then the auction with dollars with an appropriately

designed contingent security is preferred to the auction with tokens. If instead the

contracting space is sufficiently restricted, then the auction with tokens is preferred.

5 Conclusions.

By issuing tokens and accepting them as payment, an auctioneer earns revenues

earlier and is exposed to less risk relative to a standard, repeated auction in which

bidders pay in dollars. In particular, if the auctioneer commits to destroying all

tokens received as payment, he earns all his revenues in period 1 and eliminates

all risk from period 2 onward. The same outcome can be achieved in a traditional

auction with dollars in which the auctioneer issues equity.

The reason for this equivalence is that the auctioneer has full commitment, both

to deliver the object to token holders and to deliver the revenues generated by

the sale of the object to equity holders. I move away from this assumption by

introducing effort and the possibility of misappropriating revenues. I show that, in

this case, the equilibrium in the auction with tokens may differ from that in the

auction with dollars in which the auctioneer can issue a financial security. On the

one hand, the possibility of misappropriating revenues is a friction that does not

matter when issuing tokens. On the other hand, a financial security can specify

contingent payments in a way that cannot be replicated with tokens. I show that if

the contracting frictions are severe, then the auction with tokens is preferred, while

the opposite is true if the contracting frictions are mild or absent.
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I considered issuing tokens and issuing a contingent security as alternative ways

to raise funds. But they need not be. For example, an auctioneer may issue tokens,

sell some on the open market (to be used for bidding), while simultaneously signing

an investment contract with an investor for the delivery of additional tokens in the

future. This investment contract may also specify penalties in case, for example,

the value of the tokens (which depends on the value of the object) falls below a

certain threshold. This punishment, however, needs to be incentive compatible if

the auctioneer can run away to escape it. Exploring this intriguing possibility is left

for future work.

I assumed that the market for tokens is frictionless. Hence, holding tokens is

inconvenient only because exchanging them for consumption may require waiting

one period. However, this exchange generates no cost. A more realistic view is that

the market for tokens has frictions, and these frictions further reduce the benefit of

using tokens. In an even more realistic model, these frictions would depend on the

volume of transactions, which itself is a function of the value of the object being

exchanged. This extension is also left for future work.

A Mathematical derivations

Proof of Lemma 2. Consider period t. Take the total payments to the auctioneer
∑

i bi,t and the expected future price pet+1 as given. Note that a bidder can spend 1

dollar to purchase 1
pt

tokens in period t, these tokens then multiply by 1+τt and can

be sold in period t+1, for a present-discounted return of
β(1+τt)pet+1

pt
. Alternatively, he

can invest the same amount of money in the risk-free asset for a present-discounted

return of βR = 1 in the following period. It follows that there can be an equilibrium

in the market for tokens if and only if pt ≥ β(1 + τt)p
e
t+1.

If pt > β(1 + τt)p
e
t+1, no tokens are purchased and then brought to the next

period. The demand for tokens is given by the tokens used for bidding
∑

i bi,t

pt
. The

supply of tokens is Mt, and hence the equilibrium price is

pt =

∑

i bi,t

Mt
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This is indeed an equilibrium if
∑

i bi,t

Mt
> β(1 + τt)p

e
t+1, that is, if the realized bids

are sufficiently high relative to the future expected price.

If instead
∑

i bi,t

Mt
≤ β(1 + τt)p

e
t+1, then tokens may be purchased but not used

for bidding. I call this demand the speculative demand for tokens St. The total

demand for tokens is now St +
∑

i bi,t

pt
, and the equilibrium price is

pt =

∑

i bi,t

Mt − St

= β(1 + τt)p
e
t+1

which pins down the speculative demand for tokens:

St = max

{

Mt −

∑n

i bi,t

β(1 + τt)p
e
t+1

, 0

}

Proof of Proposition 1. To start, note the following two facts:

1. in each period the auctioneer will liquidate all his tokens. If the price in a

given period is such that pt > β(1 + τt)p
e
t+1, then the auctioneer is better off

selling tokens in period t at a higher price than in period t+1 at a lower price.

If instead pt = β(1 + τt)p
e
t+1 and the auctioneer is risk averse, then again he

prefers to earn revenues in period t than to wait one period and earn the same

expected revenues (but this time being exposed to risk). If pt = β(1 + τt)p
e
t+1

and the auctioneer is risk neutral then his expected revenues are the same

whether he holds tokens between periods (i.e., he acts as a speculator) or not.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that he sells all his tokens in period

t also in this case;

2. an implication of the above fact is that, for given pet+1, At+1 is independent of

At. That is because At+1 depends on the monetary policy parameters σt, τt

and on the tokens received for payment in period t, which depend exclusively

on pet+1 and the realization of valuation in period t.

I can therefore write the auctioneer’s expected continuation revenues in period
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t recursively as:

E[Πt(At)] = petAt + βE[pt+1At+1] + β2E[Πt+2(At+2)]

where the expectations are taken at the beginning of period t, before the valuations

are realized.

Consider now a given pet+1. The realization of valuations in period t may be such

that St = 0 and hence pt =
∑

i bi,t

Mt
. In this case, At+1 = Mt+1, so that, conditional

on St = 0:

E[Πt(At)|St = 0] =E[pt|St = 0]At + βE[pt+1At+1|St = 0] + β2E[Πt+2(At+2)|St = 0]

=E

[∑

i
bi,t

Mt

|St = 0

]

(Mt −Mt +At) + βpet+1E[Mt+1|St = 0] + β2E[Πt+2(At+2)|St = 0]

=E[
∑

i

bi,t|St = 0]− E[pt|St = 0](Mt −At) + βpet+1E[Mt+1|St = 0] + β2E[Πt+2(At+2)|St = 0]

If instead St > 0, then pt = β(1 + τ)pet+1 and At+1 = Mt+1 − St(1 + τt) ≥ 0. In this

case, conditional on St > 0:

E[Πt(At)|St > 0] = E[pt|St > 0]At + βE[pt+1At+1|St > 0] + β2E[Πt+2(At+2)|St > 0]

= E[pt|St > 0]At + βpet+1(E[Mt+1|St > 0]− E[St|St > 0](1 + τt)) + β2E[Πt+2(At+2)|St > 0]

= E[pt|St > 0]At + βpet+1E[Mt+1|St > 0]− βpet+1(1 + τt)

(

Mt −
E[
∑

i
bi,t|St > 0]

βpet+1(1 + τt)

)

+ β2E[Πt+2(At+2)|St > 0]

= E

[

∑

i

bi,t|St > 0

]

− E[pt|St > 0](Mt −At) + βpet+1E[Mt+1|St > 0] + β2E[Πt+2(At+2)|St > 0]

where I used the definition of St as well as the fact that E[pt|St > 0] = βpet+1(1+τt).

The above derivations then imply that, for a given sequence of expected equi-

librium prices, the unconditional expected revenues are (again, all expectations are

taken at the beginning of period t):

E[Πt(At)] = k − pet (Mt − At) + βpet+1E[Mt+1] + β2E[Πt+2(At+2)]

= k − pet (Mt − At) + βE[Πt+1(Mt+1)]

where the last equality exploits the fact that, for given equilibrium expected prices,

At+2 is independent of At+1 (see point 2 above). The statement then follows by

iterating the above equation.
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Proof of Lemma 3. By using the definition of α, I can write

α =
(1− S1)(1 + σ)(1 + τ)

(1− S1)(1 + σ)(1 + τ) + S1(1 + τ)
(5)

Next, I use the above expression to write

pe2 =
k + α

(1− S1)(1 + σ)(1 + τ) + S1(1 + τ)
=

(k + α)α

(1− S1)(1 + σ)(1 + τ)
(6)

I use the definition of S1 and the above expression to obtain:

S1 = max

{

0, 1−

∑

i bi,1

pe2(1 + τ)

}

= max

{

0, 1−

∑

i bi,1

(k + α)α
(1− S1)(1 + σ)

}

1− S1 = min

{

1,

∑

i bi,1

(k + α)α
(1− S1)(1 + σ)

}

Suppose α < 1 so that 0 < S1 ≤ 1. Then α must be such that

α =

√

√

√

√

(

k

2

)2

+ (
∑

i

bi,1)(1 + σ)−
k

2

this can be the solution as long as α < 1, or k+1 >
∑

i bi,1(1+σ). If instead α = 1,

then S1 = 0 and it must be that

k + 1 <
∑

i

bi,1(1 + σ)

Putting everything together, we have that

α = min







1,

√

√

√

√

(

k

2

)2

+
∑

i

bi,1(1 + σ)−
k

2







.
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